
Introduction to
Bonding



Bonding Forces

 Electron – electron   
repulsive forces

 Proton – proton   
repulsive forces

 Electron – proton  
attractive forces



Vocabulary

Chemical Bond

electrical attraction between nuclei and valence e-

of neighboring atoms that binds the atoms together

bonds form in order to…
decrease PE

increase stability



Vocabulary

CHEMICAL FORMULA

Molecular
Formula 

Formula
Unit

IONIC COVALENT

CO2NaCl



Vocabulary

COMPOUND

Ternary
Compound

Binary
Compound

2 elements
more than 2

elements

NaNO3NaCl



   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

IONIC COVALENT
Bond 
Formation
Type of 
Structure

Solubility in 
Water

Electrical 
Conductivity

Other
Properties

e- are transferred from 
metal to nonmetal

high

yes                        
(solution or liquid)

yes

e- are shared between 
two nonmetals

low

no

usually not

Melting
Point

crystal lattice true molecules

Types of Bonds

Physical 
State solid liquid or gas



Bond Polarity

 Difference in the 
elements’ e-negs
determines bond 
type

 Most bonds are a 
blend of ionic and 
covalent 
characteristics.



Ionic Bonds
 Electrons are transferred

 Electronegativity differences are  
generally greater than 1.7

 The formation of ionic bonds is 
always exothermic!



Ionic Bonding 

Ionic compounds form solids 
at ordinary temperatures.

Ionic compounds organize in 
a characteristic crystal lattice 
of alternating positive and 
negative ions.

Crystal Lattice



Vocabulary

ION

Polyatomic
Ion

Monatomic
Ion

1 atom 2 or more atoms

NO3
-Na+



Covalent Bonding

 Sharing of Electrons between atoms

 Electronegativity of atoms determines the type of bond



Bond Polarity

 Nonpolar Covalent Bond
 e- are shared equally

 symmetrical e- density

 usually identical atoms 



+ -

Bond Polarity

 Polar Covalent Bond
 e- are shared unequally

 asymmetrical e- density

 results in partial charges (dipole)



Nonpolar

Polar

Ionic

Bond Polarity

Equal Share

Still Shared 

but Unequal

Just Take It



Metallic Bonds

 Only form between metals.  

 Ex: Iron or Gold

 Nuclei line up and everyone shares the electrons

 Called the “Sea of Electrons”

 Electrons can move around



Lewis 
Diagrams



Lewis Structures
 Electron Dot Diagrams

show valence e- as dots
distribute dots like arrows 

in an orbital diagram
4 sides = 1 s-orbital, 3 p-orbitals
EX: oxygen

2s 2p
O

X



Lewis Structures
 Octet Rule
Most atoms form bonds in order to obtain 

8 valence e-

Full energy level stability ~ Noble Gases

Ne
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Lewis Structures


